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Learning Visual Models from Paired Audio-Visual Examples
by Andrew Owens

Submitted to the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy

Abstract
From the clink of a mug placed onto a saucer to the bustle of a busy caf6, our days are
filled with visual experiences that are accompanied by distinctive sounds. In this thesis,
we show that these sounds can provide a rich training signal for learning visual models.
First, we propose the task of predicting the sound that an object makes when struck as
a way of studying physical interactions within a visual scene. We demonstrate this idea
by training an algorithm to produce plausible soundtracks for videos in which people
hit and scratch objects with a drumstick. Then, with human studies and automated
evaluations on recognition tasks, we verify that the sounds produced by the algorithm
convey information about actions and material properties. Second, we show that ambient
audio - e.g., crashing waves, people speaking in a crowd - can also be used to learn visual
models. We train a convolutional neural network to predict a statistical summary of the
sounds that occur within a scene, and we demonstrate that the visual representation
learned by the model conveys information about objects and scenes.

Thesis Supervisor: William Freeman
Title: Thomas and Gerd Perkins Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Thesis Readers: Antonio Torralba, Josh McDermott
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2.1 Today's computer vision algorithms learn about materials and objects

primarily through annotations provided by a human labeler (left). These

labels convey some important semantics: the hardwood floor, carpet, and

bubble wrap. Humans, by contrast, often learn by physically interacting

with the world around them and observing the results (right). Here the

child's interactions involve multiple modalities. In addition to touching

the bubble wrap with her hands, she feels and tastes it with her mouth;

she also shakes and squeezes it, which produces a distinctive sound. A

full video of this interaction can be found in Adelson and Rosenholtz (2012). 24

2.2 Interaction sounds tell us about qualitative properties: whether the

object moves, whether it splashes, etc. In Chapter 3, we perform these
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2.3 Ambient sounds tell us about the objects in a scene. In the scene on the

left, one might expect to hear the sound of wind and cars. In the scene

on the right we'd expect to hear loud speech and music. As a result,

predicting ambient sound from images requires us to detect objects and

scenes that are associated with characteristic sounds (both images are

from Yuen et al. (2009)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Often, we think of audio and visual information as being complementary, such as when

we hear events that take place outside of our field of view. In many cases though, these

two modalities tell us about the same objects and events, and the correlations between

them allow us to train one perceptual system using the other - associating images with

sounds and vice versa.

Perhaps a familiar example is the way that we direct our visual attention toward

objects that make unexpected noises (Mendelson et al., 1976). This is a situation where

audio provides information that is not easily discernible from vision - namely, that

an interesting action is taking place - and in future encounters we can consider the

noise-making objects to be more salient (Noesselt et al., 2008). There are also other,

higher-level ways that we can learn about the visual world from correlations with audio.

For example, when we encounter an unfamiliar object - say, a garment of clothing made

from a novel fabric - the sounds that it makes in response to poking, prodding, and

crinkling tell us implicitly about its material properties, thereby helping us to infer these

material properties directly from vision in future encounters.

In this thesis, we'll ask under what circumstances hearing and vision tell us about

the same structures in the world, and we'll develop methods that can take advantage of

correlations between the two modalities to learn visual models. To confirm that these

models learn about the visual world, we'll use them as part of recognition systems, and

21



22 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

we'll further probe what they learned about using psychophysical studies. Specifically,

our contributions in this thesis are:

" We propose the problem of predicting the sound that an object makes when it is

hit or scratched as a way of studying physical interactions. To explore this idea, in

Chapter 3, we synthesize soundtracks for videos in which people strike objects with

a drumstick. We then demonstrate that the sound-prediction model can produce

plausible sounds that fool humans in "real-or-fake" studies, and that the predicted

sounds convey information about actions and materials.

" We show that ambient sound can be used as a signal for learning about visual

scenes. In Chapter 4, we train a convolutional neural network to predict a statistical

summary of an audio signal, given a concurrently recorded video frame. We show

through evaluations on object- and scene-recognition tasks, as well as through

visualizations, that the resulting visual model conveys information about objects

and scenes.

In this thesis, we use sound as a signal for learning about the visual world, using it

to associate images with semantics - object identities, material properties - that are

implicitly derived from audio. A natural starting point, then, is to review what semantic

information that can be gleaned from sound.



Chapter 2

Background

Today's computer vision algorithms gain their understanding of the world from either

unsupervised analysis of image data, or (more often) from human annotations. While the

latter style of training is certainly useful - humans, too, sometimes learn from explicit

semantic labeling - it is in many ways suboptimal. One clear shortcoming is the expense

and difficulty of collecting these labels, given the relatively small amount of information

provided per annotation. Another problem is the lack of flexibility: it requires a human

in the loop to label new data as it arrives, and to decide which properties of the world

are worth labeling in the first place.

* 2.1 Learning from physical interactions

Many of these issues come to the fore in material understanding problems. Often, we'd

like to know not just the name of a material, but also how it responds to different

physical interactions - we'd like to know, from looking, whether a material will deform or

remain static in response to a force; the extent to which it crinkles, folds, or compresses;

and how smooth or rough it is. Beach towels, aluminium foil, and bubble wrap, for

instance, all react very differently when we hit, scratch, and crinkle them. But it is not

always clear how to convey these differences via annotations, and it moreover can be

difficult to collect accurate ground-truth measurements of physical properties.

23



24 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Figure 2.1: Today's computer vision algorithms learn about materials and objects

primarily through annotations provided by a human labeler (left). These labels convey

some important semantics: the hardwood floor, carpet, and bubble wrap. Humans. by

contrast, often learn by physically interacting with the world around them and observing

the results (right). Here the child's interactions involve multiple modalities. In addition

to touching the bubble wrap with her hands, she feels and tastes it with her mouth: she

also shakes and squeezes it, which produces a distinctive sound. A full video of this

interaction can be found in Adelson and Rosenholtz (2012).

Interactive learning Humans, by contrast, learn about these things without explicit

supervision. For instance, in an early observational study (Piaget, 1952), Piaget described

the process by which a nine-month-old examined a bath thermometer:

He looks at it. scratches it. shakes himself in front of it. then shakes it. turns

it over. feels the handle around which he finally puts his hand. sucks the end

of the handle (without wishing to suck, but "in order to see"), takes it out of

his mouth, follows the thermometer itself with his left palm, shakes himself

again, examines the glass part, touches it and scratches it, looks at the string

and feels it., etc.

In a short span, the child interacts with the object in a variety of ways - touches

it, scratches it, shakes it - that engage his different perceptual modalities. Additional

observational work (reviewed in Smith and Gasser (2005)) has suggested that children.

at around six months of age (Fenson et al., 1976), spend much of their time engaging

in "examining behavior," (Bushnell, 1994; Schofield and Uzgiris, 1969) in which they
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explore single objects in this highly focused, multimodal way.

Sound is one of the perceptual modalities that children use in this interactive learning

process. Children in Piaget's (1952) observational study, for instance, were often seen

shaking and striking objects with varying amounts of force, and listening to the resulting

sounds. Other studies suggest that people can infer a great deal of information from

sound alone. For example, Siegel et al. (2014) found that children could recognize and

count the objects in a box, based only on the sound that the box made when shaken -

an unusual stimuli that children were, nonetheless, able to comprehend at a young age.

Since both vision and hearing are available at birth, there are many opportunities for

hearing to influence visual development. Mendelson et al. (1976), for instance, reports

that infants direct their gaze toward noises. These noises are likely to correspond to

salient objects and events, and may be useful for the infants to visually examine and

learn from. Other research (Dye et al., 2009; Tharpe et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2011)

has suggested that visual attention is organized differently for deaf and hearing people,

perhaps due to differences in exploration strategy or from differences in development.

Sound and physical interactions Hearing is, of course, just one of the many modalities

that we could use to supplement vision, but it has many properties that make it desirable

to study. Unlike touch or depth, audio data is easy to obtain, requiring only a microphone.

As such, audio-visual data is free and ubiquitous: audio tracks are available in most

videos that we encounter. In many cases, there is also overlap between sound and touch:

smooth and rough surfaces, for example, sound very different when they are scratched.

And when an object drastically changes shape in response to being touched - shatters,

scatters, deforms - this is often reflected directly in the sound as well.

Inspired by the way that infants learn about the world, we devote special attention

to sounds that are produced when a person uses their hands or an instrument to probe

objects around them - hitting, poking, lifting, pushing, slamming, or scratching. We
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call these self-produced noises interaction sounds, and we can glean many qualitative

properties from them. When, for example, we hear a mug placed onto a saucer, we

can tell whether it is light or heavy; empty or filled with liquid; or made of ceramic or

plastic. In particular, we often use impact sounds (along with our sense of touch) to

identify materials, such as when we knock on a painted surface to determine whether it

is made of metal, plastic, or wood.

Impact sounds such as these have been particularly well studied, due both to their

simplicity and their perceived importance for human learning. We can model, with basic

physics, the ways that an object's physical properties influence the sounds that it make

when struck. It can be shown, for example, that the vibration modes of an ideal bar

vary with the ratio between the material's hardness (elastic modulus) and its density.

Other physical properties, such as size and width, also affect the sound in predictable

ways (Gaver, 1988; Lutfi, 2008). And experiments in psychology have confirmed that

humans can estimate these properties from sound: for example, humans can predict the

length and material of bars (Gaver, 1988) and infer shape information (Kunkler-Peck

and Turvey, 2000). A significant amount of work has gone into simulating these sounds

either by parametrically modeling them sounds as the sum of damped, exponentially

decaying sinusoids, or with nonparametric methods (Cavaco and Lewicki, 2007) and

physical simulations (Van Den Doel et al., 2001).

In Chapter 3, we consider learning from interaction sounds - specifically those that

are produced by hitting and scratching objects with a drumstick, examples of which are

show in Figure 2.2. We'll take a video in which the action that produces the sound is

visible on screen, and we'll train an algorithm to predict the video's sound. Performing

the task well requires the algorithm to analyze by analyzing the motions, materials, and

results of the sound-producing action.
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(a) Scattering (b) Deformation (c) Splash

Figure 2.2: Interaction sounds tell us about qualitative properties: whether the object

moves, whether it splashes, etc. In Chapter 3, we perform these interactions using a

drumstick, since it is a consistent way of generating sounds.

N 2.2 Learning from ambient sound

While one can learn a lot from interaction sounds, they constitute only a small fraction

of the sounds that we hear. Often, they are produced by events that we do not see,

either due to occludion or because the sound-producing event takes place outside our

field of view. What can we learn from these sounds?

The physical processes that produce ambient sounds - the background noises that

one hears in a scene - are generally more complex to analyze than those of simple

impact sounds. As a result, much of the work around them has been concerned less

with the physics of their production and more with the ways humans learn to associate

sounds with objects and events. Gaver (1988), for instance, catalogues the kinds of

sounds that one typically hears in the world. Work on sound textures (Ellis et al., 2011;

McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011) has developed statistical models for these sounds,

representing them using time-averaged summaries of spectral features and using them

for synthesis and recognition tasks. Other work has considered the use of ambient sound

for identifying the spatial layout of a scene (Ashmead. 1998).

One key difference between ambient and interaction sounds is that it is not as easy

to directly infer physical properties from the latter. The information that ambient sound



Figure 2.3: Ambient sounds tell us about the objects in a scene. In the scene on the

left, one might expect to hear the sound of wind and cars. In the scene on the right

we'd expect to hear loud speech and music. As a result, predicting ambient sound from

images requires us to detect objects and scenes that are associated with characteristic

sounds (both images are from Yuen et al. (2009)).

provides is coarser: we may be able to tell which objects are around us, and what actions

are occurring. but there is significant ambiguity. Therefore. rather than using sound as

a proxy for physical properties, as we seek to do with interaction sounds, we propose

instead to associate visual scenes with the sounds that occur within them.

For example, in Figure 2.3 the two scenes are accompanied by very different sounds.

In the coffee shop, we hear music and speech, while in the street scene we hear the sound

of car engines and gusts of wind. When these sounds are distinctive, they can act as

a signature that allows us to distinguish different scene types, similar to the way that

scene categories are used in scene-recognition work (Zhou et al.. 2014b). In Chapter 4.

we propose using these situations to learn about objects.

* 2.3 Learning visual models by predicting sound

We've identified two kinds of audio signal - interaction sounds and ambient sounds -

from which we would like to learn visual representations. A natural question, then, is

how we should use this information in the learning process.

28 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
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Figure 2.4: We learn about the world by training a model to predict audio from images.

To perform this task well, the model must learn to recognize elements of the scene that
are predictive of the sound. In particular, it should learn to detect objects and events
that are either produce (or which are associated with) characteristic sounds. Distinctions

between these scene structures should be present in the mid-level representations of the
model.

M 2.3.1 Multimodal learning

One approach that is common in multimodal learning is to learn a common representation

in which signals from the two modalities can be compared. For example, there have

been many methods that use variations of canonical correlation analysis (Hardoon et al.,

2004) to detect audio-visual synchronization, notably for localizing sounds in images

(Kidron et al., 2005), and for analyzing videos of human speech (Nock et al., 2002;

Slaney and Covell, 2000). The idea behind this work is that common factors manifest

themselves visually (e.g., via motion) and sound, and that by modeling this space we

can identify these factors.

Closely related to these approaches (Bach and Jordan, 2005) are methods that explic-

itly learn a joint distribution in which the different modalities are generated a common,

latent source. These methods include deep generative models, such as Srivastava and

29Sec. 2.3. Learning visual models by predicting sound
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Salakhutdinov (2012), which proposed a deep, multi-modal deep Boltzmann machine for

images and text, and Ngiam et al. (2011), which used a deep belief network to create an

audio-visual model of human speech. The latter work notably considers several different

factorizations of the model structure, in which vision and audio are fused at different

depths, and it considers training an autoencoder that reconstructs audio and vision from

one or both modalities. This work also uses the model, which was originally trained on

both modalities, to obtain an image representation that is useful for lipreading tasks.

This generative approach to multimodal learning has many useful properties: the

probability estimates are useful for evaluating how well the audio and video go together,

and there is a natural way to "fill in" the values of one modality by conditioning

on observations from the other and sampling (Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012).

However, it is difficult to train these models effectively (Hinton et al., 2006; LeCun

et al., 2015), and in many cases we may not need the flexibility that a generative model

provides. If our ultimate goal is, as it is in this thesis, to learn visual models, then it

may not be necessary to be able to synthesize visual data from audio, or to model the

joint distribution of both modalities.

M 2.3.2 Predicting sound

Instead, we avoid these problems by posing our task as a sound prediction problem. Our

approach in this thesis will be to train visual models that predict sound from images,

or which maximize the likelihood of the ground-truth audio when conditioned on the

image data. Our hypothesis is that an algorithm trained to predict sound will learn to

distinguish between the different sound sources (illustrated in Figure 2.4).

The resulting visual representation should convey a significant amount of information

about semantics: First, if the model is good at predicting sound, then its audio predictions

will approximate the ground-truth sounds, and therefore the predicted sounds themselves
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will convey similar kinds of semantic information. If, for example, a linear classifier can

recognize different objects from ground-truth sounds, then we'd expect the categories to

approximately be distinguishable in the predicted sounds as well. Second, we'd expect

the mid-level image features learned by the model to generalize to other recognition

tasks, because these tasks will require similar visual distinctions to be made.

More generally, we can think of a sound-prediction model as a multi-step process that

transforms raw pixels into an audio representation. We'd expect the the intermediate

stages of this process to yield a representation that distinguishes visual objects and

events, because these distinctions will eventually be used to choose a sound. Similarly,

we'd expect the representation in the final stages of this process to resemble actual

sound, and to therefore to convey similar semantics.

This technical approach allows us to use supervised learning techniques, using sound

as ground-truth labels. In other words, we use sound as a "natural" form of supervision

in lieu of human annotations. To learn this mapping from images to sound, we introduce

several methods based on convolutional neural networks (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Le Cun

et al., 1990; LeCun et al., 1989) and recurrent neural networks (Bengio et al., 1994;

Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

Our approach is closely related methods that learn visual representations by predict-

ing target values that are derived from the images themeslves - a learning style that has

been called self supervision (Doersch, 2016). With these methods, the labeling may come

from video: for example by having the algorithm estimate camera motion (Agrawal et al.,

2015; Jayaraman and Grauman, 2015) or track content across frames (Goroshin et al.,

2015; Mobahi et al., 2009; Wang and Gupta, 2015). There are also methods that learn

from static images by predicting the relative location of image patches (Doersch et al.,

2015; Isola et al., 2015), or by learning invariance to simple geometric and photometric

transformations (Dosovitskiy et al., 2014). The idea of learning image representations
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from raw images and video has also been addressed with other approaches as well. This

includes methods that are based on autoencoders (Le et al., 2012), deep generative

models (Hinton et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2009), sparse coding (Olshausen and Field, 1997),

independent component analysis (Bell and Sejnowski, 1997), and Gaussian mixture

models (Zoran and Weiss, 2011).

These methods generally work by finding patterns in a raw visual signal - visual

elements that co-occur, low-dimensional representations of object motion, etc. Through

this process, the algorithm learns to explain images in terms of a smaller number of

common factors, which often correspond to semantically meaningful structures, such as

objects and parts. In contrast, the techniques in this thesis are multimodal: we find

patterns in the visual signal that explain variations in the audio signal. This can be

advantageous - and complementary - to vision-only approaches, because the audio signal

provides information that may not be easily discernible from vision alone. Moreover,

the signal that it provides is invariant to many visual transformations, such as lighting

and scale, so predicting sound requires some degree of generalization.

* 2.3.3 Sound production

An additional benefit of framing the problem as a sound-prediction task is that we can

verify the quality of the model by listening to the sounds it makes, after converting

the predicted sound representation into a waveform. Using this idea, we can analyze

the quality of our visual models by asking humans to distinguish between sounds that

were produced by our algorithms and the actual recorded sounds. This can also give

us insight about the problem: videos where humans are highly uncertain about what

the sound should be are likely to be cases where vision is not informative about sound.

Moreover, producing sound from video is useful as an end in itself.

We now explore these ideas in detail by training a model to synthesize sounds from
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videos that show physical interactions.
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Chapter 3

Predicting sound for physical

interactions

In this chapter, we propose the task of predicting what sound an object makes when

struck as a way of studying physical interactions within a visual scene1 . To address this

problem, we present an algorithm that learns to synthesize sound from silent videos of

people hitting and scratching objects with a drumstick. This algorithm uses a recurrent

neural network to predict sound features from videos and then produces a waveform

from these features with an example-based synthesis procedure. We show that the

sounds predicted by our model are realistic enough to fool participants in a "real or

fake" psychophysical experiment, and that they convey significant information about

material properties and physical interactions.

* 3.1 Introduction

From the clink of a ceramic mug placed onto a saucer, to the squelch of a shoe pressed

into mud, our days are filled with visual experiences accompanied by predictable sounds.

On many occasions, these sounds are not just statistically associated with the content

of the images - the way, for example, that the sounds of unseen seagulls are associated

with a view of a beach - but instead are directly caused by the physical interaction

'The work in this chapter was originally published as (Owens et al., 2016a).

35
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Time (seconds)

Figure 3.1: We train a model to synthesize plausible impact sounds from silent videos, a

task that requires implicit knowledge of material properties and physical interactions. In

each video, someone probes the scene with a drumstick, hitting and scratching different

objects. We show frames from two videos and below them the predicted audio tracks.

The locations of these sampled frames are indicated by the dotted lines on the audio

track. The predicted audio tracks show seven seconds of sound, corresponding to multiple
hits in the videos.

being depicted: you see what is making the sound.

We call these events visually indicated sounds, and we propose the task of predict-

ing sound from videos as a way to study physical interactions within a visual scene

(Figure 3.1). To accurately predict a video's held-out soundtrack, an algorithm has to

know about the physical properties of what it is seeing and the actions that are being

performed. This task implicitly requires material recognition, but unlike traditional

work on this problem (Bell et al., 2015; Sharan et al., 2013), we never explicitly tell

the algorithm about materials. Instead, it learns about them by identifying statistical

regularities in the raw audiovisual signal.

We take inspiration from the way infants explore the physical properties of a scene

by poking and prodding at the objects in front of them (Baillargeon, 2002; Schulz, 2012),

a process that may help them learn an intuitive theory of physics (Baillargeon, 2002).

Recent work suggests that the sounds objects make in response to these interactions

may play a role in this process (Siegel et al., 2014; Smith and Gasser. 2005).

We introduce a dataset that mimics this exploration process, containing hundreds

of videos of people hitting, scratching, and prodding objects with a drumstick. To
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Figure 3.2: Greatest Hits: Volume 1 dataset. What do these materials sound like when

they are struck? We collected 977 videos in which people explore a scene by hitting

and scratching materials with a drumstick. Human annotators labeled the actions with

material category labels (top), the location of impact, an action type label (hit vs.

scratch). These labels were used only for analyzing what our sound prediction model

learned, not for training it. We show images from a selection of videos from our dataset

for a subset of the material categories (here we show examples where it is easy to see

the material in question).

synthesize sound from these videos, we present an algorithm that uses a recurrent neural

network to map videos to audio features. It then converts these audio features to a

waveform, either by matching them to exemplars in a database and transferring their

corresponding sounds, or by parametrically inverting the features. We evaluate the

quality of our predicted sounds using a psychophysical study, and we also analyze what

our method learned about actions and materials through the task of learning to predict

sound.

* 3.2 Related work

This idea closely relates to research in sound and material perception. and to represen-

tation learning.

Paper

37ISpc 3 2- Related work
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Figure 3.3: The dataset contains 977 videos and 46,577 total actions. Here we break

down the distribution of actions by material, action. and reaction type.

Foley The idea of adding sound effects to silent movies goes back at least to the 1920s,

when Jack Foley and collaborators discovered that they could create convincing sound

effects by crumpling paper, snapping lettuce, and shaking cellophane in their studio2,

a method now known as Foley. Our algorithm performs a kind of automatic Foley,

synthesizing plausible sound effects without a human in the loop.

Sound and materials In the classic mathematical work of (Kac, 1966), Kac showed

that the shape of an ideal drum could be partially recovered from the sound it makes.

Material properties, such as stiffness and density (Gaver, 1993; Lutfi, 2008; Shabana,

1995), can likewise be determined from impact sounds. Recent work has used these

principles to estimate material properties by measuring tiny vibrations in rods and

cloth (Davis et al., 2015), and similar methods have been used to recover sound from

high-speed video of a vibrating membrane (Davis et al., 2014). Rather than using a

camera as an instrument for measuring vibrations, we infer a plausible sound for an

action by recognizing what kind of sound this action would normally make in the visually

observed scene.
2 To our delight, Foley artists really do knock two coconuts together to fake the sound of horses

galloping.

38
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Impact sounds have been used in other work to recognize objects and materials.

Arnab et al. (2015) recently presented a semantic segmentation model that incorporates

audio from impact sounds, and showed that audio information could help recognize

objects and materials that were ambiguous from visual cues alone. Other work recognizes

objects using audio produced by robotic interaction (Krotkov, 1995; Sinapov et al.,

2009).

Sound synthesis Our technical approach resembles speech synthesis methods that use

neural networks to predict sound features from pre-tokenized text features and then

generate a waveform from those features (Ling et al., 2015). There are also methods, such

as the FoleyAutomatic system, for synthesizing sounds from physical simulations (Van

Den Doel et al., 2001). Work in psychology has studied low-dimensional representations

for impact sounds (Cavaco and Lewicki, 2007), and recent work in neuroimaging has

shown that silent videos of impact events activate the auditory cortex (Hsieh et al.,

2012).

Learning visual representations from natural signals Previous work has explored

the idea of learning visual representations by predicting one aspect of a raw sensory

signal from another. For example, (Doersch et al., 2015; Isola et al., 2015) learned

image representations by predicting the spatial relationship between image patches, and

(Agrawal et al., 2015; Jayaraman and Grauman, 2015) by predicting the egocentric

motion between video frames. Several methods have also used temporal proximity as

a supervisory signal (Goroshin et al., 2015; Mobahi et al., 2009; Vondrick et al., 2015;

Wang and Gupta, 2015). Unlike in these approaches, we learn to predict one sensory

modality (sound) from another (vision). There has also been work that trains neural

networks from multiple modalities. For example, Ngiam et al. (2011) learned a joint

model of audio and video. However, while they study speech using an autoencoder, we

focus on material interaction, and we use a recurrent neural network to predict sound
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Figure 3.4: A "walk" through the dataset using AlexNet fc 7 nearest-neighbor matches.

Starting from the left. we matched an inage with the database and placed its best

match to its right. We repeat this 5 times. with 20 random initializations. We used only

images taken at a contact point (the middle frames from the "centered" videos). To

avold loops, we removed videos when any of then' images were matched. The location of

the hit. material. and action often vary during the walk. In some sequences. the arn is

the dominant feature that is matched between scenes.

features from video.

A central goal of other methods has been to use a proxy signal (e.g., temporal

proximity) to learn a generically useful representation of the world. In our case, we

predict a signal - sound - known to be a useful representation for many tasks (Gaver.

1993: Shabana, 1995), and we show that the output (i.e. the predicted sound itself.

rather than some internal representation in the model) is predictive of material and

action classes.

40
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* 3.3 A dataset of visually indicated sounds

In order to study visually indicated sounds, we collected a dataset containing videos

of humans 3 probing environments with a drumstick - hitting, scratching, and poking

different objects in the scene (Figure 3.2). We chose to use a drumstick so that we would

have a consistent way of generating the sounds. Moreover, since the drumstick does

not occlude much of a scene, we can also observe what happens to the object after it is

struck4 . This motion, which we call a reaction, can be important for inferring material

properties - a soft cushion, for example, will deform more than a firm one, and the

sound it produces will vary with it. Similarly, individual pieces of gravel will scatter

when they are hit, and their sound varies with this motion (Figure 2.2).

Unlike traditional object- or scene-centric datasets, such as ImageNet (Deng et al.,

2009) or Places (Zhou et al., 2014b), where the focus of the image is a full scene, our

dataset contains close-up views of a small number of objects. These images reflect the

viewpoint of an observer who is focused on the interaction taking place (similar to an

egocentric viewpoint). They contain enough detail to see fine-grained texture and the

reaction that occurs after the interaction. In some cases, only part of an object is visible,

and neither its identity nor other high-level aspects of the scene are easily discernible.

Our dataset is also related to robotic manipulation datasets (Gemici and Saxena, 2014;

Pinto and Gupta, 2015; Sinapov et al., 2009). While one advantage of using a robot

is that its actions are highly consistent, having a human collect the data allows us to

rapidly (and inexpensively) capture a large number of physical interactions in real-world

scenes.

We captured 977 videos from indoor (64%) and outdoor scenes (36%). The outdoor

scenes often contain materials that scatter and deform, such as grass and leaves, while
3Data collection for the Greatest Hits dataset was done by two authors of (Owens et al., 2016a).
4 We also considered hitting and scratching objects with our hands, in the spirit of infant learning

(Smith and Gasser, 2005). However, we found that it was difficult to collect a large amount of data this
way (striking hard surfaces with sufficient force can be painful).
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the indoor scenes contain a variety of hard and soft materials, such as metal, plastic,

cloth, and plastic bags. Each video, on average, contains 48 actions (approximately

69% hits and 31% scratches) and lasts 35 seconds. We recorded sound using a shotgun

microphone attached to the top of the camera and used a wind cover for outdoor scenes.

We used a separate audio recorder, without auto-gain, and we applied a denoising

algorithm (Hu and Loizou, 2004) to each recording.

To get a sense for the similarity between videos, we include a "walk" through the

dataset in Figure 3.4, which we obtained by repeatedly matching each image to its

nearest neighbor (similar to (Zitnick, 2015)).

Detecting impact onsets We detected amplitude peaks in the denoised audio, which

largely correspond to the onset of our interaction sounds (the time when the drumstick

makes impact with the sruface). We thresholded the amplitude gradient to find an initial

set of peaks, then merged nearby peaks with the mean-shift algorithm (Fukunaga and

Hostetler, 1975), treating the amplitude as a density and finding the nearest mode for

each peak. Finally, we used non-maximal suppression to ensure that onsets were at least

0.25 seconds apart. This is a simple onset-detection method that most often corresponds

to drumstick impacts when the impacts are short and contain a single peak 5 . In many

of our experiments, we use short video clips that are centered on these amplitude peaks.

Semantic annotations We also collected annotations for a sample of impacts (ap-

proximately 62%) using online workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk. These include

material labels, action labels (hit vs. scratch), reaction labels, and the pixel location

of each impact site. Note that these annotations are used only for analysis: we train

our models on raw audio and video. Examples of several material classes are shown in

Figure 3.2, and their distribution is shown in Figure 3.3.
5 Scratches and hits usually satisfy this assumption, but splash sounds often do not - a problem that

could be addressed with more sophisticated onset-detection methods (Bello et al., 2005).
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To reduce the number of erroneous labels, we manually removed annotations for

material categories that we could not find in the scene. During material labeling, online

workers chose from finer-grained categories. We then merged similar, frequently confused

categories. Specifically, we merged cardboard and paper; concrete and rock; cloth and

cushion (often the former physically covers the latter); and rubber and plastic. To

measure overall consistency between workers, we labeled a subset of the impacts with 3

or more workers, finding that their material labels agreed with the majority 87.6% of the

time on the fine-grained categories. Common inconsistencies include confusing dirt with

leaf (confused 5% of the time); grass with dirt and leaf (8% each); and cloth with (the

fine-grained category) cushion (9% of the time). The workers labeled the impacts by

visually examining silent videos, without sound. We gave them finer-grained categories

than, then merged similar categories that were frequently labeled inconsistently by

workers.

Our data was collected using two wooden (hickory) drumsticks, and an SLR camera

with a 29.97 Hz framerate. We used a ZOOM HI external audio recorder, and a Rode

VideoMic Pro microphone.

* 3.4 Sound representation

Following work in sound synthesis (McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011; Slaney, 1994), we

compute our sound features by decomposing the waveform into subband envelopes - a

simple representation obtained by filtering the waveform and applying a nonlinearity.

We apply a bank of 40 band-pass filters spaced on an equivalent rectangular bandwidth

(ERB) scale (Glasberg and Moore, 1990) (plus a low- and high-pass filter) and take

the Hilbert envelope of the responses. We then downsample these envelopes to 90Hz

(approximately 3 samples per frame) and compress them. More specifically, we compute
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envelope s,(t) fromn a waveformn w(t) and a filter f, by taking:

'so =17 D ( I(i * f, ) + JH (a * f, ) I) ' ('3.1)

where H is the Hilbert transformn, D denotes downsamnpling, and the mpression

constant (- = 0.3. In Figure 3.6, we study how performianc-e varies with the number of

frequency channels.

The resulting) representation is known as a cochleagramt. In Figure 3.5(a), we visualize

the mnean -ochileagramn for a selection of mnaterial and reac-tion classes. This reveals. for
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Number of frequency channels

Figure 3.6: Class-averaged accuracy for recognizing materials. with an SVM trained on

(real) interaction sounds. We varied the number of band-pass filters and adjusted their

frequency spacing accordingly (we did not vary the temporal sampling rate).

example. that cloth sounds tend to have more low-frequency energy than those of rock.

How well do impact sounds capture material properties in general? To measure

this empirically, we trained a linear SVM to predict material class for the sounds in

our database, using the subband envelopes as our feature vectors. We resampled our

training set so that each class contained an equal number of impacts (260 per class). The

resulting material classifier has 45.8% (chance = 5.9%) class-averaged accuracy (i.e., the

mean of per-class accuracy values), and its confusion matrix( is shown in Figure 3.5(b).

These results suggest that impact sounds convey significant information about materials,

and thus if an algorithm could learn to accurately predict these sounds from images. it

would have implicit knowledge of material categories.
6

1To obtain the ordering of material classes shown in the confusion matrix, we iteratively chose

the material category that was most similar to the previously chosen class, measuring the similarity

between two classes by the Euclidean distance between rows in a (soft) confusion matrix (one whose

rows correspond to the mean probability assigned by the classifier to each target class).

45Sec. 3.4. Sound representation
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* 3.5 Predicting visually indicated sounds

We formulate our task as a regression problem - one where the goal is to map a sequence

of video frames to a sequence of audio features. We solve this problem using a recurrent

neural network that takes color and motion information as input and predicts the

subband envelopes of an audio waveform. Finally, we generate a waveform from these

sound features. Our neural network and synthesis procedure are shown in Figure 3.7.

* 3.5.1 Regressing sound features

Given a sequence of input images I1, 2, ..., IN, we would like to estimate a corresponding

sequence of sound features s, s2, ..., ST, where st E R42 . These sound features correspond

to blocks of the cochleagram shown in Figure 3.7. We solve this regression problem

using a recurrent neural network (RNN) that takes image features computed with a

convolutional neural network (CNN) as input.

Image representation We found it helpful to represent motion information explicitly in

our model using a two-stream approach (Donahue et al., 2015; Simonyan and Zisserman,

2014). While two-stream models often use optical flow, it is challenging to obtain

accurate flow estimates due to the presence of fast, non-rigid motion. Instead, we

compute spacetime images for each frame - images whose three channels are grayscale

versions of the previous, current, and next frames. This image representation is closely

related to 3D video CNNs (Ji et al., 2013; Karpathy et al., 2014), as derivatives across

channels correspond to temporal derivatives.

For each frame t, we construct an input feature vector Xt by concatenating CNN

features for the spacetime image at frame t and the color image from the first frame 7 :

Xt = [(Fte), o(Io)], (3.2)

7 We use only the first color image to reduce the computational cost.
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Figure 3.7: We train a neural network to map video sequences to sound features. These

sound features are subsequently converted into a waveform using either parametric or

example-based synthesis. We represent the images using a convolutional network, and

the time series using a recurrent neural network. We show a subsequence of images

corresponding to one impact.

where c are CNN features obtained from layer fc 7 of the AlexNet architecture (Krizhevsky

et al., 2012) (its penultimate layer), and Ft is the spacetime image at time t. In our

experiments (Section 3.6), we either initialized the CNN from scratch and trained it

jointly with the RNN, or we initialized the CNN with weights from a network trained

for ImageNet classification. When we used pretraining, we precomputed the features

from the convolutional layers and fine-tuned only the fully connected layers.
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* 3.5.2 Sound prediction model

We use a recurrent neural network (RNN) with long short-term memory units (LSTM)

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that takes CNN features as input. To compensate

for the difference between the video and audio sampling rates, we replicate each CNN

feature vector k times, where k = [T/NJ (we use k = 3). This results in a sequence of

CNN features X1 , X 2 , ... , XT that is the same length as the sequence of audio features. At

each timestep of the RNN, we use the current image feature vector Xt to update the vector

of hidden variables ht8 . We then compute sound features by an affine transformation of

the hidden variables:

st = Wht + b

ht = L(xt, ht_1), (3.3)

where L is a function that updates the hidden state (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

In more detail, we use the LSTM formulation from Zaremba and Sutskever (2014)

and the implementation of Donahue et al. (2015). During each timestep, we update the

hidden state ht E Rd and the long-term memory cell ct E Rd after modulating them

through gates:

Ct = ft OctG--1 + it 0 gt

ht o o tanh(ct), (3.4)

where 0 denotes elementwise multiplication. Here it E [0, I]d is the so-called input gate

and ft E [0, I]d is the forget gate, which together determine - intuitively speaking - how

much of the previous memory cell should be kept around and how much of the current

8 To simplify the presentation, we have omitted the LSTM's hidden cell state, which is also updated
at each timestep.
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input to keep. The vector ot E [0, I]d is the output gate, and gt E [-1, 1]d is the input

modulation gate, which is computed, along with the other gates, using the current input:

gt tanh(W,[xt, ht-1] + bg)

it= (Wi[t,ht-1]+bi)

ft = -(Wf[xt, htl1] + bf)

o = o-(Wo[xt, ht_1] + bo), (3.5)

where a is the sigmoid function, the matrices W E Rdx2d and b E Rd define affine

transformations, and [xt, ht_1] is the concatenation of the current input and previous

hidden state.

Loss function During training, we minimize the difference between the predicted and

ground-truth predictions at each timestep:

T

E({st}) = Zp(st - st|2), (3.6)
t=1

where t and st are the true and predicted sound features at time t, and p(r) = log(E+r 2 )

is a robust loss that bounds the error at each timestep (we use e = 1/252). We also

increase robustness of the loss by predicting the square root of the subband envelopes,

rather than the envelope values themselves. To make the learning problem easier, we

use PCA to project the 42-dimensional feature vector at each timestep down to a

10-dimensional space, and we predict this lower-dimensional vector. When we evaluate

the network, we invert the PCA transformation to obtain sound features. We train the

RNN and CNN jointly using stochastic gradient descent with Caffe (Jia et al., 2014).

We found it helpful for convergence to remove dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and to

clip large gradients. When training from scratch, we augmented the data by applying
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Figure 3.8: Visualization of one waveform. The video and audio are sampled at very

different rates. When training on single impacts, we align the onset to a frame boundary

to avoid ambiguity in the onset time.

cropping and mirroring transformations to the videos.

Architecture For the short, centered videos (Section 3.3), we used two LSTM layers

with a 256-dimensional hidden state (and three for the detection model). When using

multiple LSTM layers, we compensate for the difference in video and audio sampling

rates by upsampling the input to the last LSTM layer (rather than upsampling the CNN

features), replicating each input k times (where again k = 3). When evaluating our

model on these long videos, we run the RNN on 10-second subsequences that overlap

by 30%, transitioning between consecutive predictions at the time that has the least

sum-of-squares difference between the overlapping predictions.

Audio-visual synchronization It can be challenging to predict the precise onset of an

impact, particularly when we consider that the audio sampling rate is greater than

that of the video framerate, and that getting the onset timing correct therefore requires

sub-frame-level accuracy. We address this in different ways for the two types of video

that we consider (Section 3.3). When we process individual (centered) impacts, we shift

the timing of the audio waveform such that the amplitude peak occurs 5% of the way

between its previous and next frame (Figure 3.8).

50
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For longer videos, there is no clear distinction between hits. Therefore we allow

the sound features to undergo small time shifts in order to account for misalignments.

During each iteration of backpropagation, we shift the sequence so as to minimize the

loss in Equation 3.6. We resample the feature predictions to create a new sequence

.1, S2, --- , sT such that t = st+L, for some small shift Lt (we use a maximum shift of

8 samples, approximately 0.09 seconds). During each iteration, we infer this shift by

finding the optimal labeling of a Hidden Markov Model:

T

Z wtp(II.t - 9t 11) + V(Lt, Lt+), (3.7)
t=1

where V is a smoothness term for neighboring shifts. For this, we use a Potts model

weighted by }(119t|| + 119t+111) to discourage the model from shifting the sound near

high-amplitude regions. We also include a weight variable wt = 1 + a6(T < IH t 1) to

decrease the importance of silent portions of the video (we use a = 3 and T = 2.2).

During backpropagation, we propagate the gradients of the loss to the shifted sequence

after alignment.

N 3.5.3 Generating a waveform

We consider two methods for generating a waveform from the predicted sound features.

The first is a simple parametric synthesis, similar to (McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011;

Slaney, 1994), which iteratively imposes the predicted subband envelopes on a sample

of white noise (we used just one iteration). This method is useful for examining what

information is captured by the audio features, since it represents a fairly direct conversion

from features to sound. However, for the task of generating plausible sounds to a human

ear, we find it more effective to impose a strong natural sound prior during conversion

from features to waveform. Therefore, we also consider an example-based synthesis

method that snaps a window of sound features to the closest exemplar in the training
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set. We form a query vector by concatenating the predicted sound features Si, ... , ST

(or a subsequence of them), searching for its nearest neighbor in the training set as

measured by L1 distance, and transferring the corresponding waveform.

Matching exemplars when the onset time is unknown One issue with generating

sound for long, uncentered sequences (Section 3.3) is that the statistics of the synthesized

sound features can differ significantly from those of the ground truth - for example, we

found the amplitude of peaks in the predicted waveforms to be smaller than those of real

sounds. We correct for these differences during example-based synthesis (Section 3.5.3) by

applying a coloring transformation before the nearest-neighbor search. More specifically,

we obtain a whitening transformation for the predicted sound features by running the

neural network on the test videos and estimating the empirical mean and covariance at

the detected amplitude peaks, discarding peaks whose amplitude is below a threshold.

We then estimate a similar transformation for ground-truth amplitude peaks in the

training set, and we use these transformations to color (i.e. transform the mean and

covariance of) the predicted features into the space of real features before computing

their L1 nearest neighbors. To avoid the influence of multiple, overlapping impacts on

the nearest neighbor search, we use a search window that starts at the beginning fo the

amplitude spike.

E 3.6 Experiments

We applied our sound-prediction model to several tasks, and evaluated it with a combi-

nation of human studies and automated metrics.

N 3.6.1 Sound prediction tasks

In order to study the problem of detection - that is, the task of determining when and

whether an action that produces a sound has occurred - separately from the task of



Psychophysical study Loudness Centroid

Algorithm Labeled real Err. r Err. r

Full system 40.01% 1.66 0.21 0.44 3.85 0.47
- Trained from scratch 36.46% 1.68 0.24 0.36 4.73 0.33
- No spacetime 37.88% + 1.67 0.22 0.37 4.30 0.37
- Parametric synthesis 34.66% 1.62 0.21 0.44 3.85 0.47
- No RNN 29.96% 1.55 1.24 0.04 7.92 0.28
Image match 32.98% 1.59 0.37 0.16 8.39 0.18
Spacetime match 31.92% 1.56 0.41 0.14 7.19 0.21

Image + spacetime 33.77% 1.58 0.37 0.18 7.74 0.20

Random impact sound 19.77% 1.34 0.44 0.00 9.32 0.02

Table 3.1: We measured the rate at which subjects chose an algorithm's synthesized

sound over the actual sound. Our full system, which was pretrained from ImageNet
and used example-based synthesis to generate a waveform, significantly outperformed

models based on image matching. For the neural network models, we computed the

auditory metrics for the sound features that were predicted by the network, rather than

those of the inverted sounds or transferred exemplars.

sound prediction, we consider two kinds of videos. First, we focus on the prediction

problem and consider only videos centered on audio amplitude peaks, which often

correspond to impact onsets (Section 3.3). We train our model to predict sound for

15-frame sequences (0.5 sec.) around each peak.

For the second task, which we call the detection problem, we train our model on

longer sequences (approximately 2 sec. long) sampled from the training videos with a

0.5-second stride, and we subsequently evaluate this model on full-length videos. Since

it can be difficult to discern the precise timing of an impact, we allow the predicted

features to undergo small shifts before they are compared to the ground truth. We also

introduce a two-frame lag in the RNN output, which allows the model to observe future

frames before outputting sound features. Finally, before querying sound features, we

apply a coloring procedure to account for statistical differences between the predicted

and real sound features (e.g., under-prediction of amplitude), using the silent videos in

the test set to estimate the empirical mean and covariance of the network's predictions.

53Sec. 3.6. Experiments
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For both tasks, we split the full-length videos into training and test sets (75% training

and 25% testing).

Models For the prediction task, we compared our model to image-based nearest

neighbor search. We computed fc 7 features from a CNN pretrained on ImageNet

(Krizhevsky et al., 2012) for the center frame of each sequence, which by construction is

the frame where the impact sound occurs. We then searched the training set for the

best match and transferred its corresponding sound. We considered variations where

the CNN features were computed on an RGB image, on (three-frame) spacetime images,

and on the concatenation of both features. To understand the influence of different

design decisions, we also considered several variations of our model. We included models

with and without ImageNet pretraining; with and without spacetime images; and with

example-based versus parametric waveform generation. Finally, we included a model

where the RNN connections were broken (the hidden state was set to zero between

timesteps).

For the RNN models that do example-based waveform generation (Section 3.5.3),

we used the centered impacts in the training set as the exemplar database. For the

prediction task, we performed the query using the sound features for the entire 15-

frame sequence. For the detection task, this is not possible, since the videos may

contain multiple, overlapping impacts. Instead, we detected amplitude peaks of the

parametrically inverted waveform, and matched the sound features in small (8-frame)

windows around each peak (starting the window one frame before the peak).

* 3.6.2 Evaluating the sound predictions

We assessed the quality of the sounds using psychophysical experiments and measure-

ments of acoustic properties.
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Left Right

Figure 3.9: Screenshot from our study. After the two videos have completed playing,
participants were asked to choose which of the two videos (left or right) was playing
real soundtrack.

Psychophysical study To test whether the sounds produced by our model varied

appropriately with different actions and materials, we conducted a psychophysical

study on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We used a two-alternative forced choice test in

which participants were asked to distinguish real and fake sounds. We showed them

two videos of an impact event - one playing the recorded sound, the other playing a

synthesized sound. We then asked them to choose the one that played the real sound

(Figure 3.9). The sound-prediction algorithm was chosen randomly on a per-video basis.

We randomly sampled 15 impact-centered sequences from each full-length video, showing

each participant at most one impact from each one. At the start of the experiment. we

revealed the correct answer to five practice videos.

We measured the rate at which participants mistook our model's result for the

ground-truth sound (Figure 3.1), finding that our full system - with RGB and spacetime

input, RNN connections, ImageNet pretraining, and example-based waveform generation

- significantly outperformed the image-matching methods. It also outperformed a baseline

that sampled a random (centered) sound from the training set (p < 0.001 with a two-

sided t-test). We found that the version of our model that was trained from scratch

outperformed the best image-matching method (p = 0.02). Finally, for this task, we

did not find the difference between our full and RGB-only models to be significant
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Algorithm Labeled real Features Avg. Acc.

Full sys. + mat. 41.82% 1.46 Audio-supervised CNN 30.4%
Full sys. 39.64% 1.46 ImageNet CNN 42.0%
fc 7 NN + mat. 38.20% 1.47 Sound 45.8%
fc 7 NN 32.83% t 1.41 ImageNet + sound 48.2%
Random + mat. 35.36% t 1.42 ImageNet crop 52.9%
Random 20.64% 1.22 Crop + sound 59.4%
Real sound match 46.90% 1.49

Figure 3.10: (a) We ran variations of the full system and an image-matching method
(RGB + spacetime). For each model, we include an oracle model (labeled with "+
mat") that draws its sound examples from videos with the same material label. (b)
Class-averaged material recognition accuracy obtained by training an SVM with different
image and sound features.

(p = 0.08).

We show results broken down by semantic category in Figure 3.11. For some

categories, such as grass and leaf, participants were frequently fooled by our results.

Often when a participant was fooled, it was because the sound prediction was simple and

prototypical (e.g., a simple thud noise), while the actual sound was complex and atypical.

True leaf sounds, for example, are highly varied and may not be fully predictable from a

silent video. When they are struck, we hear a combination of the leaves themselves, along

with rocks, dirt, and whatever else is underneath them. In contrast, the sounds predicted

by our model tend to be closer to prototypical grass/dirt/leaf noises. Participants also

sometimes made mistakes when the onset detection failed, or when multiple impacts

overlapped, since this may have defied their expectation of hearing a single impact.

We found that the model in which the RNN connections were broken was often

unable to detect the timing of the hit, and that it under-predicted the amplitude of the

sounds. As a result, it performed poorly on automated metrics and failed to find good

matches. The performance of our model with parametric waveform generation varied

widely between categories. It did well on materials such as leaf and dirt that are suited
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Figure 3.11: Semantic analysis of psychophysical study. We show the rate that our

algorithm fooled human participants for each material, action, and reaction class. The

error bars show 95% confidence intervals. Our approach significantly outperforms the

highest-performing image-matching method (RGB + spacetime).

to the relatively noisy sounds that the method produces but poorly on hard materials

such as wood and metal (e.g., a confusion rate of 62% 6% for dirt and 18% 5% for

metal). On the other hand. the example-based approach was not effective at matching

textural sounds. such as those produced by splashing water (Fig. 3.11).

Auditory metrics We measured quantitative properties of sounds for the prediction

task. We chose metrics that were not sensitive to precise timing. First, we measured

the loudness of the sound, which we took to be the maximum energy (L 2 norm) of the

compressed subband envelopes over all timesteps. Second, we compared the sounds'

spectral centroids, which we measured by taking the center of mass of the frequency

channels for a one-frame (approx. 0.03 sec.) window around the center of the impact.

We found that on both metrics, the network was more accurate than the image-matching

methods. both in terms of mean squared error and correlation coefficients (Figure 3.1).

Oracle results How helpful is material category information? We conducted a second

study that controlled for material-recognition accuracy. Using the subset of the data

with material annotations, we created a model that chose a random sound from the
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same class as the input video. We also created a number of oracle models that used

these material labels (Table 3.10(a)). For the best-performing image-matching model

(RGB + spacetime), we restricted the pool of matches to be those with the same label as

the input (and similarly for the example-based synthesis method). We also considered a

model that matched the ground-truth sound to the training set and transferred the best

match. We found that, while knowing the material was helpful for each method, it was

not sufficient, as the oracle models did not outperform our model. In particular, our

model significantly outperformed the random-sampling oracle (p < 10-4).

Impact detection We also used our methods to produce sounds for long, uncentered

videos, a problem setting that allows us to evaluate their ability to detect impact events.

We provide qualitative examples in Figure 3.12 and on our webpage (vis.csail.mit.edu).

To quantitatively evaluate its detection accuracy, we used the parametric synthesis

method to produce a waveform, applied a large gain to that waveform, and then detected

amplitude peaks (Section 3.3). We then compared the timing of these peaks to those of

the ground truth, considering an impact to be detected if a predicted spike occurred

within 0.1 seconds of it. Using the predicted amplitude as a measure of confidence, we

computed average precision. We compared our model to an RGB-only model, finding

that the spacetime images significantly improve the result, with APs of 43.6% and 21.6%

respectively. Both models were pretrained with ImageNet.

* 3.6.3 Learning about material and action by predicting sounds

By learning to predict sounds, did the network also learn something about material and

physical interactions? To assess this, we tested whether the network's output sounds

were informative about material and action class. We applied the same SVM that was

trained to predict material/action class on real sound features (Sec. 3.4) to the sounds

predicted by the model. Under this evaluation regime, it is not enough for the network's
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Figure 3.12: Automatic sound prediction results. We show cochleagrams for a represen-

tative selection of video sequences, with a sample frame from each sequence on the left.

The frame is sampled from the location indicated by the black triangle on the x-axis
of each cochleagram. Notice that the algorithm's synthesized cochleagrams match the
general structure of the ground truth cochleagrams. Dark lines in the cochleagrams
indicate hits, which the algorithm often detects. The algorithm captures aspects of both
the temporal and spectral structure of sounds. It correctly predicts staccato taps in
rock example and longer waveforms for rustling ivy. Furthermore, it tends to predict
lower pitched thuds for a soft couch and higher pitched clicks when the drumstick hits
a hard wooden railing (although the spectral differences may appear small in these

visualizations, we evaluate this with objective metrics in Section 3.6). A common failure
mode is that the algorithm misses a hit (railing example) or hallucinates false hits

(cushion example). This frequently happens when the drumstick moves erratically.
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Figure 3.13: What sounds like what according to our algorithth We applied a classifier
trained oi real sounds to the sounds produced by our algorith, resulting In a confusion
mnatrix (c.f Fig. *i.)(b). which shows a confusion miatrix for- real sounds). Here we show

(a) the confusions for a mnodel trained froml scratch, which obtained 22.7%X class-averaged
accuracy, and (b) those of a moidel pretrained for ImnageNet classification 28.8%. We

also show (c) confusions, for a classifier trained directly onl fc7 features for mnaterial

classification (30.2% class- avera ged accuracy). using the CNN trained fromn scratch.

sounds to mierely be distinguishable by class: they mnust be close enough to real sounds

so as to be classified correctly by an SVM that has never seen a predicted sound. To

avoid the influence of pretraining. we used a network that was trained from scratch. We

note that this evaluation method is different from that of recent unsupervised learning

iodels (Agrawal et al.. 2015: Doersch et al., 2015; Wang and Gupta, 2015) that train a

classifier on the network's feature activations. rather than on a ground-truth version of

the output.

Using this idea, we classified the material category from predicted sound features.

The classifier had class-averaged accuracy of 22.7%, and its confusion matrix, along with

those of several variations of the model, is shown in Figure 3.13. This accuracy indicates

that our nodel learned an output representation that was informative about material,

even though it was only trained to predict sound. We applied a similar methodology to

classify action categories from predicted sounds. obtaining 68.6% class-averaged accuracy

(chance = 50%A), and 53.5% for classifying reaction categories (chance 20%). We found
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that material and reaction recognition accuracy improved with ImageNet pretraining

(to 28.8% and to 55.2%, respectively), but that there was a slight decrease for action

classification (to 66.5%).

We also tested whether the predicted sound features convey information about the

hardness of a surface. We grouped the material classes into superordinate hard and

soft classes, and trained a classifier on real sound features (sampling 1300 examples per

class), finding that it obtained 66.8% class-averaged accuracy (chance = 50%). Here

we have defined soft materials to be {leaf, grass, cloth, plastic bag, carpet} and hard

materials to be {gravel, rock, tile, wood, ceramic, plastic, drywall, glass, metal}.

We also considered the problem of directly predicting material class from visual

features. In Table 3.10(b), we trained a classifier using fc7 features - both those of

the model trained from scratch, and of a model trained on ImageNet (Krizhevsky

et al., 2012). We concatenated color and spacetime image features, since we found

that this improved performance. We also considered an oracle model that cropped a

high-resolution (256 x 256) patch from the impact location using human annotations,

and concatenated its features with those of the full image (we used color images). To

avoid occlusions from the arm or drumstick, we cropped the patch from the final frame

of the video. We found that performing these crops significantly increased the accuracy,

suggesting that localizing the impact is important for classification. We also tried
I

concatenating vision and sound features (similar to Arnab et al. (2015)), finding that

this significantly improved the accuracy (see Table 3.10(b)).

The kinds of mistakes that the visual classifier (video - material) made were often

different from those of the sound classifier (sound -* material). For instance, the visual

classifier was able to distinguish classes that have a very different appearance, such

as paper and cloth. These classes both make low-pitched sounds (e.g., cardboard and

cushions), and were sometimes are confused by the sound classifier. On the other hand,
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the visual classifier was more likely to confuse materials from outdoor scenes, such as

rocks and leaves - materials that sound very different but which frequently co-occur

in a scene. When we analyzed our model by classifying its sound predictions (video -+

sound -+ material), the resulting confusion matrix (Figure 3.13) contains both kinds of

error: there are visual analysis errors when it misidentifies the material that was struck,

and sound synthesis errors when it produces a sound that was not a convincing replica

of the real sound.

* 3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed the problem of synthesizing interaction sounds that are

visually indicated by actions - a problem that requires an algorithm to learn about

material properties and physical interactions. We introduced a dataset for studying this

task, which contains videos of a person probing materials in the world with a drumstick,

and an algorithm based on recurrent neural networks. Finally, we evaluated the quality

of our approach with psychophysical experiments and automated metrics, showing that

the performance of our algorithm was significantly better than baselines. We provide

data and code online at (vis.csail.mit.edu).



Chapter 4

Learning about visual objects and

scenes from ambient sound

In the Chapter 3, we trained a visual model to produce sounds from sounds produced

by visually indicated actions1 . However, these kinds of sound make up only a small

portion of those we hear. In this chapter, we show that ambient sounds can be a useful

training signal as well. To demonstrate this, we train a convolutional neural network

to predict a statistical summary of the sound associated with a video frame. We show

that, through this process, the network learns a representation that conveys information

about objects and scenes. We evaluate this representation on several recognition tasks,

finding that its performance is comparable to that of other state-of-the-art unsupervised

learning methods. Finally, we show through visualizations that the network learns units

that are selective to objects that are often associated with characteristic sounds.

* 4.1 Introduction

Sound conveys important information about the world around us - the crashing of

waves tells us that there is water nearby, while the low-pitched roar of engine noise

tells us to watch for fast-moving cars (Gaver, 1993). Although sound is in some cases

complementary to visual information, such as when we listen to something out of view,

'The work in this chapter was originally published as (Owens et al., 2016b).
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vision and hearing are often informative about the same structures in the world. Here

we propose that as a consequence of these correlations, concurrent visual and sound

information provide a rich training signal that we can use to learn useful representations

of the visual world.

In particular, an algorithm trained to predict the sounds that occur within a visual

scene might be expected to learn objects and scene elements that are associated with

salient and distinctive noises, such as people, cars, and flowing water. Such an algorithm

might also learn to associate visual scenes with the ambient sound textures (McDermott

and Simoncelli, 2011) that occur within them. It might, for example, associate the

sound of wind with outdoor scenes, and the buzz of refrigerators with indoor scenes.

Although human annotations are indisputably useful for learning, they are expensive

to collect. The correspondence between ambient sounds and video is, by contrast,

ubiquitous and free. While there has been much work on learning from unlabeled image

data (Doersch et al., 2015; Le et al., 2012; Wang and Gupta, 2015), an audio signal may

provide information that that is largely orthogonal to that available in images alone -

information about semantics, events, and mechanics are all readily available from sound

(Gaver, 1993).

One challenge in utilizing audio-visual input is that the sounds that we hear are only

loosely associated with what we see. Sound-producing objects often lie outside of our

visual field, and objects that are capable of producing characteristic sounds - barking

dogs, ringing phones - do not always do so. A priori it is' thus not obvious what might

be achieved by predicting sound from images.

In this work, we show that a model trained to predict held-out sound from video

frames learns a visual representation that conveys semantically meaningful information.

We formulate our sound-prediction task as a classification problem, in which we train a

convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict a statistical summary of the sound that
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occurred at the time a video frame was recorded. We then validate that the learned

representation contains significant information about objects and scenes.

We do this in two ways: first, we show that the image features that we learn through

our sound-prediction task can be used for object and scene recognition. On these

tasks, our features obtain similar performance to state-of-the-art unsupervised and

self-supervised learning methods. Second, we show that the intermediate layers of our

CNN are highly selective for objects. This augments recent work (Zhou et al., 2014a)

showing that object detectors "emerge" in a CNN's internal representation when it is

trained to recognize scenes. As in the scene recognition task, object detectors emerge

inside of our sound-prediction network. However, our model learns these detectors from

an unlabeled audio-visual signal, without any explicit human annotation.

More specifically, in this chapter we: (1) present a model based on visual CNNs and

sound textures (McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011) that predicts a video frame's held-out

sound; (2) demonstrate that the CNN learns units in its convolutional layers that are

selective for objects, extending the methodology of Zhou et al. (2014a); (3) validate the

effectiveness of sound-based supervision by using the learned representation for object-

and scene-recognition tasks. These results suggest that sound data, which is available in

abundance from consumer videos, provides a useful training signal for visual learning.

* 4.2 Related work

We take inspiration from work in psychology, such as Gaver (1993), that studies the

ways that humans learn about objects and events using sound. In this spirit, we would

like to study the situations where sound tells us about visual objects and scenes. Work

in auditory scene analysis (Ellis et al., 2011; Eronen et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2010)

meanwhile has provided computational methods for recognizing structures in audio

streams. Following this work, we use a sound representation (McDermott and Simoncelli,
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2011) that has been applied to sound recognition (Ellis et al., 2011) and synthesis tasks

(McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011).

Recently, researchers have proposed many unsupervised learning methods that involve

predicting some aspect of an image or video stream from another - a learning style

that has been called self supervision (Doersch, 2016). These include methods that

work by predicting relative camera pose (Agrawal et al., 2015), tracking patches in

video (Wang and Gupta, 2015), and predicting the relative position of image patches

(Doersch et al., 2015) (see Section 2.3.2 for a discussion of this work). While we share

with this work the high-level goal of learning image representations, and we use a

similar technical approach, our work differs in significant ways. In contrast to methods

whose supervisory signal comes entirely from the imagery itself, ours comes from a

modality (sound) that is complementary to vision. This is advantageous because sound

is known to be a rich source of information about objects and scenes (Ellis et al., 2011;

Gaver, 1993), and it is largely invariant to visual transformations, such as lighting, scene

composition, and viewing angle. Predicting sound from images thus requires some degree

of generalization to visual transformations. Moreover, our supervision task is based

on solving a straightforward classification problem, which allows us to use a network

design that closely resembles those used in object and scene recognition (rather than,

for example, the siamese-style networks used in video methods).

A key feature of the work in Chapter 3 was that the sounds were "visually indicated"

by actions in video - a situation that has also been considered in other contexts, such

as in the task of visually localizing a sound source (Fisher III et al., 2000; Hershey and

Movellan, 1999; Kidron et al., 2005) or in evaluating the synchronization between the

two modalities (Slaney and Covell, 2000). In the natural videos that we use, however,

the sound sources are frequently out of frame. Also, in contrast to other recent work in

multi-modal representation learning (Andrew et al., 2013; Ngiam et al., 2011; Srivastava
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Figure 4.1: Visual scenes are associated with characteristic sounds. Our goal is to take

an iniage (a) and predict tine-averaged summary statistics (c) of a cochleagraii (b).

The statistics we use are (clockwise): the response to a bank of band-pass modulation

filters: the mean and standard deviation of each frequency band: and the correlation

between bands. We show two franies from the Flickr video dataset Thomee et al. (2015).

The first contains the sound of human speech: the second contains the sound of wiid

and crashing waves. The differences between these sounds are reflected in their suninary

statistics: e.g.. the water/wind sound, which is similar to white noise. contains fewer

Correlations between cochlear channels.

and Salakhutdinov. 2012). our technical approach is based on solving a self-supervised

classification problem (rather than a generative model or autoencoder). and our goal is

to learn visual representations that are generally useful for object recognition tasks.

U 4.3 Learning to predict ambient audio

We would like to train a model that, when given a frame of video, can predict its

corresponding sound - a task that implicitly requires knowledge of objects and scenes.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of some of the audio clusters used in one of our models (5 of 30

clusters). For each cluster, we show (a) the images in the test set whose sound textures

were closest to the centroid (no more than one frame per video), and (b) we visualize

aspects of the sound texture used to define the cluster centroid - specificaly. the iean

and standard deviation of the frequency channels. WXe also include a representative

cochleagram (that of the leftmost image). Although the clusters were defined using

audio. there are common objects and scene attributes in many of the images. We train

a CNN to predict a video frame's auditory cluster assignment (c).

* 4.3.1 Statistical sound summaries

A natural question, then, is how our imodel should represent sound. Perhaps the first

approach that cones to mind would be to estimate a frequency spectrun at the mloment

in which the picture was taken. similar to what we did with visually indicated sounds

in Chapter 3. However, this is potentially suboptimnal because in natural scenes it is

difficult to predict the precise timing of a sound from visual information. Upon seeing

a crowd of people, for instance, we mnight expect to hear the sound of speech. but the

precise timing and content of that speech might not be directly indicated by the video

frames.

To be closer to the time scale of visual objects. we estimate a statistical suinnary

of the sound, averaced over a few seconds. We do this using the sound texture model
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of (McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011), which assumes that sound is stationary within

a temporal window (we use 3.75 seconds). We now describe, in more detail, how we

computed sound textures from audio clips. For this, we closely follow (McDermott and

Simoncelli, 2011). We show examples of sound textures for two scenes in Figure 4.1.

Subband envelopes As in Chapter 3, start by filtering the audio waveform with a

bank of band-pass filters intended to mimic human cochlear frequency selectivity. This

time, though, we use fewer filters (32) at a significantly higher sampling rate, so that

we can compute higher-order temporal statistics. To compute the cochleagram features

ci}, we filter the input waveform s with a bank of bandpass filters {fA}.

ci(t) = I(s * fi) + jH(s * fi)1, (4.1)

where H is the Hilbert transform and * denotes cross-correlation. We then resample the

signal to 400Hz and compress it by raising each sample to the 0.3 power.

Marginal statistics The first and perhaps most natural summary statistic is an estimate

of the marginal moments of the cochleagram features. We take the mean pi and standard

deviation oi of each channel. We also estimate another feature, the loudness 1, by taking

the median of the energy at each timestep, i.e. 1 = median(IIc(t)|1).

Correlations We compute the Pearson correlation between pairs of channels. We use a

subset of the entries in the cochlear-channel correlation matrix. Specifically, we include

the correlation between channels cj and ck if Ij - kI E {1, 2, 3, 5}. The result is a vector

p of correlation values.

Modulation filters We also include modulation filter responses - higher-order filters

applied to the subband envelopes. To get these, we compute each band's response to a

filter bank {mi } of 10 bandpass filters whose center frequencies are spaced logarithmically
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from 0.5 to 200Hz:

bi= ||c1 * mj||2, (4.2)

where N is the length of the signal.

Normalization To account for global differences in gain, we normalize the cochleagram

features by dividing by the loudness, 1. Following (McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011),

we normalize the modulation filter responses by the variance of the cochlear channel,

computing I=ij = . Similarly, we normalize the standard deviation of each cochlear

channel, computing &j = . From these normalized features, we construct a 502-

dimensional sound texture vector: [A, &, p, b, ].

* 4.3.2 Predicting sound from images

We would like to predict sound textures from images - a task that we hypothesize leads

to learning useful visual representations. Although multiple frames are available, we

predict sound from a single frame, so that the learned image features will be more likely

to transfer to single-image recognition tasks. Furthermore, since the the actions that

produce the sounds may not appear on-screen, motion information may not always be

applicable.

While one option would be to regress the sound texture vj directly from the corre-

sponding image Ij, we choose instead to define explicit sound categories and formulate

this visual recognition problem as a classification task. This also makes it easier to

analyze the network, because it allows us to compare the internal representation of

our model to object- and scene-classification models with similar network architecture

(Section 4.4.1). We consider two labeling models: one based on a vector quantization,

the other based on a binary coding scheme.
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Clustering audio features In the Cluster model, the sound textures {v} in the training

set are clustered using k-means. These clusters define image categories: we label each

sound texture with the index of the closest centroid, and train our CNN to label images

with their corresponding labels.

We found that audio clips that belong to a cluster often contain common objects.

In Figure 4.2, we show examples of such clusters. We can see that there is a cluster

that contains indoor scenes with children in them - these are relatively quiet scenes

punctuated with speech sounds. Another cluster contains the sounds of many people

speaking at once (often large crowds); another contains many water scenes (usually

containing loud wind sounds). Several clusters capture general scene attributes, such

as outdoor scenes with light wind sounds. During training, we remove examples that

are far from the centroid of their cluster (more than the median distance to the vector,

amongst all examples in the dataset).

Binary coding model For the other variation of our model (which we call the Binary

model), we use a binary coding scheme (Indyk and Motwani, 1998; Salakhutdinov and

Hinton, 2009; Weiss et al., 2009) equivalent to a multi-label classification problem. We

project each sound texture v3 onto the top principal components (we use 30 projections),

and convert these projections into a binary code by thresholding them. We predict

this binary code using a sigmoid layer, and during training we measure error using

cross-entropy loss.

For comparison, we trained a model (which we call the Spectrum model) to approxi-

mately predict the frequency spectrum at the time that the photo was taken, in lieu

of a full sound texture. Specifically, for our sound vectors vi in this model, we used

the mean value of each cochlear channel within a 33.3-millisecond interval centered on

the input frame (approximately one frame of a 30 Hz video). For training, we used the

projection scheme from the Binary model.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Object recognition performance (recognition performance on PASCAL

VOC2007) increases with the number of clusters used to define the audio label space.

For our experiments, we used 30 clusters. (b) The number of object-selective units

for each method, as we increase the threshold used to determine whether a unit is

object-selective. This threshold corresponds to the fraction of images that contain the

object in question, amongst the images with the 60 largest activations. For our analysis

in Section 4.4, we used a threshold of 60%.

Training We trained our models to predict audio on a 360,000-video subset of the

Flickr video dataset (Thomee et al., 2015). Most of the videos in the dataset are personal

video recordings containing natural audio, though many were post-processed. e.g. with

added subtitles, title screens, and music. We divided our videos into training and test

sets. and we randomly sampled 10 frames per video (1.8 million training images total).

For our network architecture, we used the CaffeNet model (Jia et al., 2014) (a variation

of Krizhevsky et al. (2012)) with batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). We

trained our model with Caffe (Jia et al., 2014), using a batch size of 256, for 320,000

iterations of stochastic gradient descent.

E 4.4 Visualizing the learned network structure

We evaluate the image representation that our model learned in multiple ways. First,

we demonstrate that the internal representation of our model contains convolutional

units (neurons) that are selective to particular objects, and we analyze those objects'
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Method Sound Places

# Detectors 91 117

# Detectors for objects with characteristic sounds 49 26
Videos with object sound 43.7% 16.9%
Characteristic sound rate 81.2% 75.9%

Table 4.1: Row 1: the number of detectors (i.e. units that are selective to a particular
object); row 2: the number of detectors for objects with characteristic sounds; row 3:
fraction of videos in which an object's sound is audible (computed only for object classes
with characteristic sounds); row 4: given that an activation corresponds to an object
with a characteristic sound, the probability that its sound is audible. There are 256
units in total for each method.

distribution. We then empirically evaluate the quality of the learned representation

for several image recognition tasks, finding that it achieves performance comparable to

other feature-learning methods that were trained without human annotations.

N 4.4.1 What does the network learn to detect?

Previous work (Zhou et al., 2014a) has shown that a CNN trained to predict scene

categories will learn convolutional units that are selective for objects - a result that

follows naturally from the fact that scenes are often defined by the objects that compose

them. We ask whether a model trained to predict ambient sound, rather than explicit

human labels, would learn object-selective units as well. For these experiments, we

used our Clustering model, because its network structure is similar to that of the

scene-recognition model used in (Zhou et al., 2014a).

Quantifying object-selective units Similar to the method in Zhou et al. (2014a), we

visualized the images that each neuron in the top convolutional layer (conv5) responded

most strongly to. To do this, we sampled a pool of 200,000 images from our Flickr

video test set. We then collected, for each convolutional unit, the 60 images in this

set that gave the unit the largest activation. Next, we applied the so-called synthetic

""" 11"MM-M., I JTMPRRI Rp I, I -
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visualization technique of Zhou et al. (2014a) to approximately superimpose the unit's

receptive field onto the image. Specifically, we found all of the spatial locations in the

layer for which the unit's activation strength was at least half that of its maximum

response. We then masked out the parts of the image that were not covered by the

receptive field of one of these high-responding spatial units. We assumed a circle-shaped

receptive field, obtaining the radius from Zhou et al. (2014a).

Next, for each neuron we showed its masked images to three human annotators on

Amazon Mechanical Turk, and asked them: (1) whether an object is present in many of

these regions, and if so, what it is; (2) to mark the images whose activations contain

these objects. Unlike Zhou et al. (2014a), we only considered units that were selective to

objects, ignoring units that were selective to textures. For each unit, if at least 60% of

its top 60 activations contained the object, we considered it to be selective for the object

(or following Zhou et al. (2014a), we say that it is a detector for that object). We then

manually labeled the unit with an object category, using the category names provided

by the SUN database (Xiao et al., 2010). We found that 91 of the 256 units in our

model were object-selective in this way, and we show a selection of them in Figure 4.3.

We compared the number of these units to those of a CNN trained to recognize

human-labeled scene categories on Places (Zhou et al., 2014a). As expected, this

model - having been trained with explicit human annotations - contained more object-

selective units (117 units). We also asked whether object-selective neurons appear in the

convolutional layers when a CNN is trained on other tasks that do not use human labels.

As a simple comparison, we applied the same methodology to the egomotion-based model

of Agrawal et al. (2015) and to the tracking-based method of Wang and Gupta (Wang

and Gupta, 2015). We applied these networks to whole images (in all cases resizing the

input image to 256 x 256 pixels and taking the center 227 x 227 crop), though we note

that they were originally trained on cropped image regions.
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We found that the tracking-based method also learned object-selective units, but

that the objects that it detected were often textural "stuff," such as grass, ground, and

water, and that there were fewer of these detection units in total (72 of 256). The results

were similar for the egomotion-based model, which had 27 such units. In Figure 4.5,

we provide the distribution of the objects that the units were selective to. We also

visualized neurons from the method of Doersch et al. (2015) (as before, applying the

network to whole images, rather than to patches). We found a significant number of the

units were selective for position, rather than to objects. For example, one convolutional

unit responded most highly to the upper-left corner of an image - a unit that may be

useful for the training task, which involves predicting the relative position of image

patches. In Figure 4.3, we show visualizations of a selection of object-detecting neurons

for all of these methods.

The differences between the objects detected by these methods and our own may

have to do with the requirements of the tasks being solved. The other unsupervised

methods, for example, all involve comparing multiple input images or sub-images in a

relatively fine-grained way. This may correspondingly change the representation that

the network learns in its last convolutional layer - requiring its the units to encode,

say, color and geometric transformations rather than object identities. Moreover, these

networks may represent semantic information in other (more distributed) ways that

would not necessarily be revealed through this visualization method.

Analyzing the types of objects that were detected Next, we asked what kinds of

objects our network learned to detect. We hypothesized that the object-selective neurons

were more likely to respond to objects that produce (or are closely associated with)

characteristic sounds. To evaluate this, we labeled the SUN object categories according

to whether they were closely associated with a characteristic sound. We denote these

categories with a * in Figure 4.5. Next, we counted the number of units that were

111.1111 Jill 11 1.
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selective to these objects, finding that our model contained significantly more such units

than a scene-recognition network trained on the Places dataset, both in total number

and as a proportion (Table 4.1). A significant fraction of these units were selective to

people (adults, babies, and crowds).

Finally, we asked whether the sounds that these objects make were actually present

in the videos that these video frames were sampled from. To do this, we listened to

the sound of the top 30 video clips for each unit, and recorded whether the sound

was made by the object that the neuron was selective to (e.g., human speech for the

person category). We found that 43.7% of these videos contained the objects' sounds

(Table 4.1).

Unit visualizations on other datasets To examine the effect of the dataset used to

create the neuron visualizations, we applied the same neuron visualization technique to

200,000 images sampled equally from the SUN and ImageNet datasets (as in Zhou et al.

(2014a)). As expected, we found that the distribution of objects was similar to that of

the Flickr dataset (Figure 4.7). Notably, there were fewer detectors in total (67 vs. 91),

and there were some categories (e.g., baby) that appeared relatively less often. This

may be due to the differences in the underlying distribution of objects in the datasets.

For example, SUN focuses on scenes and contains more objects labeled tree, lamp, and

window than objects labeled person. We also computed a detector histogram for the

model of Wang and Gupta (2015), finding that the total number of detectors was similar

to the sound-based model (61 detectors), but that, as before, the dominant categories

were textural "stuff" (e.g., grass, plants).

* 4.5 Evaluating the image representation

We have seen through visualizations that a CNN trained to predict sound from an image

learns units that are highly selective for objects. Now we evaluate, experimentally, how
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Method aer bk brd bt btl bus car cat chr cow din dog hrs mbk prs pot shp sfa trn tv

Sound (cluster) 68 47 38 54 15 45 66 45 42 23 37 28 73 58 85 25 26 32 67 42
Sound (binary) 69 45 38 56 16 47 65 45 41 25 37 28 74 61 85 26 39 32 69 38
Sound (spect.) 65 40 35 54 14 42 63 41 39 24 32 25 72 56 81 27 33 28 65 40
Texton-CNN 65 35 28 46 11 31 63 30 41 17 28 23 64 51 74 9 19 33 54 30
K-means 61 31 27 49 9 27 58 34 36 12 25 21 64 38 70 18 14 25 51 25
Motion 67 35 41 54 11 35 62 35 39 21 30 26 70 53 78 22 32 37 61 34
Patches 70 44 43 60 12 44 66 52 44 24 45 31 73 48 78 14 28 39 62 43
Egomotion 60 24 21 35 10 19 57 24 27 11 22 18 61 40 69 13 12 24 48 28

ImageNet 79 71 73 75 25 60 80 75 51 45 60 70 80 72 91 42 62 56 82 62
Places 83 60 56 80 23 66 84 54 57 40 74 41 80 68 90 50 45 61 88 63

(b) Per class mAP for image classification on PASCAL VOC 2007

Table 4.2: (a) Mean average precision for PASCAL VOC 2007 classification, and accuracy

on SUN397. Here we trained a linear SVM using the top layers of different networks. We
note in Section 4.5 that the shape of these layers varies between networks. We initialized

the CNN weights using those of our learned sound models. (b) Per-class AP scores for

the VOC 2007 classification task with pool5 features (corresponds to mAP in (a)).

well the CNN's internal representation conveys information that is useful for recognizing

objects and scenes.

Since our goal is to measure the amount of semantic information provided by the

learned representation, rather than to seek absolute performance, we used a simple

evaluation scheme. In most experiments, we computed image features using our CNN

and trained a linear SVM to predict object or scene category using the activations in
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Method VOC Cls. (%mAP) SUN397 (%acc.)

max5 pool5 fc6 fc7 max5 pool5 fc6 fc7

Sound (cluster) 36.7 45.8 44.8 44.3 17.3 22.9 20.7 14.9
Sound (binary) 39.4 46.7 47.1 47.4 17.1 22.5 21.3 21.4
Sound (spect.) 35.8 44.0 44.4 44.4 14.6 19.5 18.6 17.7
Texton-CNN 28.9 37.5 35.3 32.5 10.7 15.2 11.4 7.6
K-means (Krihenbifhl et al., 2015) 27.5 34.8 33.9 32.1 11.6 14.9 12.8 12.4
Tracking (Wang and Gupta, 2015) 33.5 42.2 42.4 40.2 14.1 18.7 16.2 15.1
Patch pos. (Doersch et al., 2015) 26.8 46.1 - - 9.8 22.2 - -
Egomotion (Agrawal et al., 2015) 22.7 31.1 - - 9.1 11.3 - -

ImageNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) 63.6 65.6 69.6 73.6 29.8 34.0 37.8 37.8
Places (Zhou et al., 2014b) 59.0 63.2 65.3 66.2 39.4 42.1 46.1 48.8

(a) Image classification with linear SVM



Method (%mAP)

Random init. (Krhhenbiihl et al., 2015) 41.3
Sound (cluster) 44.1
Sound (binary) 43.3
Motion (Krdhenbdhl et al., 2015; Wang and Gupta, 2015) 44.0
Egomotion (Agrawal et al., 2015; Krsihenbifhl et al., 2015) 41.8
Patch pos. (Doersch et al., 2015; Kriihenbifhl et al., 2015) 46.6
Calib. + Patch (Doersch et al., 2015; Krdhenbiihl et al., 2015) 51.1

ImageNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) 57.1
Places (Zhou et al., 2014b) 52.8

Table 4.3: Mean average precision on PASCAL VOC 2007 detection task. Here we
initialized the weights of Fast-RCNN (Girshick, 2015) with those of our model.

the top layers.

Object recognition First, we used our CNN features for object recognition on the

PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset (Everingham et al., 2010). We trained a one-vs.-rest linear

SVM to detect the presence of each of the 20 object categories in the dataset, using

the activations of the upper layers of the network as the feature set (pool5, fc6, and

fc7). To help understand whether the convolutional units considered in Section 4.4.1

directly convey semantics, we also created a global max-pooling feature (similar to

Oquab et al. (2015)), where we applied max pooling over the entire convolutional layer.

This produces a 256-dimensional vector that contains the maximum response of each

convolutional unit (we call it max5). Following common practice, we evaluated the

network on a center 227 x 227 crop of each image (after resizing the image to 256 x 256),

and we evaluated the results using mean average precision (mAP). We chose the SVM

regularization parameter for each method by maximizing mAP on the validation set

using grid search (we used {0.5k 14 < k < 20}).

The other unsupervised (or self-supervised) models in our comparison (Agrawal

et al., 2015; Doersch et al., 2015; Wang and Gupta, 2015) use different network designs.

79Sec. 4.5. Evaluating the image representation
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In particular, Doersch et al. (2015) was trained on image patches, so following their

experiments we resized its convolutional layers for 227 x 227 images and removed the

model's fully connected layers 2 . Also, since the model of Agrawal et al. (2015) did not

have a pool5 layer, we added one to it. We also considered CNNs that were trained

with human annotations: object recognition on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and scene

categories on Places (Zhou et al., 2014b). Finally, we considered using the k-means

weight initialization method of Kr~ihenbifhl et al. (2015) to set the weights of a CNN

model (we call this the K-means model).

We found that our best-performing of our model (the binary-coding method) obtained

comparable performance to other unsupervised learning methods, such as Doersch et al.

(2015). Both models based on sound textures (Clustering and Binary) outperformed the

model that predicted only the frequency spectrum. This suggests that the additional

time-averaged statistics from sound textures are helpful. For these models, we used 30

clusters (or PCA projections): in Figure 4.4a, we consider varying the number of clusters,

finding that there is a small improvement from increasing it, and a substantial decrease

in performance when using just two clusters. The sound-based models significantly

outperformed other methods when we globally pooled the conv5 features, suggesting

that the convolutional units contain a significant amount of semantic information (and

are well suited to being used at this spatial scale).

Scene recognition We also evaluated our model on a scene recognition task using

the SUN dataset (Xiao et al., 2010), a large classification benchmark that involves

recognizing 397 scene categories with 7,940 training and test images provided in multiple

splits. Following Agrawal et al. (2015), we averaged our classification accuracy across 3

splits, with 20 examples per scene category. We chose the linear SVM's regularization

parameter for each model using 3-fold cross-validation.

2 As a result, this model has a larger pool5 layer than the other methods: 7 x 7 vs. 6 x 6. Likewise,
the fc6 layer of Wang and Gupta (2015) is smaller (1,024 dims. vs. 4,096 dims.).

1 N11MMMM
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We again found that our features' performance was comparable to other models.

In particular, we found that the difference between our models was smaller than in

the object-recognition case, with both the Clustering and Binary models obtaining

performance comparable to the patch-based method with pool5 features.

Pretraining for object detection Following recent work (Doersch et al., 2015; Krdhenbdhl

et al., 2015; Wang and Gupta, 2015), we used our model to initialize the weights of

a CNN-based object detection system (Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015)), verifying that

the results improved over random initialization. We followed the training procedure of

Krdhenbifhl et al. (2015), using 150,000 iterations of backpropagation with an initial

learning rate of 0.002, and we compared our model with other published results (we

report the numbers provided by Krshenbifhl et al. (2015)).

Our best-performing model (the Clustering model) obtains similar performance to

that of Wang and Gupta's tracking-based model (Wang and Gupta, 2015), while the

overall best results were from variations of Doersch et al.'s patch-based model (Doersch

et al., 2015; Krsihenbifhl et al., 2015). We note that the network changes substantially

during fine-tuning, and thus the performance is fairly dependent on the parameters used

in the training procedure. Moreover all models, when fine-tuned in this way, achieve

results that are close to those of a well-chosen random initialization (within 6% mAP).

Recent work (Krdhenbhfil et al., 2015; Mishkin and Matas, 2015) has addressed these

optimization issues by rescaling the weights of a pretrained network using a data-driven

procedure. The unsupervised method with the best performance combines the rescaling

method of (Krsihenbhfil et al., 2015) with the patch-based pretraining of (Doersch et al.,

2015).

Evaluating sound prediction We also asked how well our model learned to solve its

sound prediction task. We found that on our test set, the clustering-based model (with

30 clusters) chose the correct sound label 15.8% of the time. Pure chance in this case is
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3.3%, while the baseline of choosing the most commonly occurring label is 6.6%.

The role of audio supervision It is natural to ask what role audio plays in the learning

process. Perhaps, for example, our training procedure would produce equally good

features if we replaced the hand-crafted sound features with hand-crafted visual features,

computed from the images themselves. To study this, we replaced our sound texture

features with (512-dimensional) visual texton histograms (Leung and Malik, 2001), using

the parameters from Xiao et al. (2010), and we used them to train a variation of our

Clustering model.

As expected, the images that belong to each cluster are visually coherent, and share

common objects. However, we found that the network performed significantly worse

than the audio-based method on the object- and scene-recognition metrics (Table 4.2a).

Moreover, we found that its convolutional units rarely were selective for objects (generally

they responded responded to "stuff" such as grass and water). Likely this is because

the network simply learned to approximate the texton features, obtaining low labeling

error without high-level generalization. In contrast, the audio-based labels - despite

also being based on another form of hand-crafted feature - are largely invariant to

visual transformations, such as lighting and scale, and therefore predicting them requires

some degree of generalization (one benefit of training with multiple, complementary

modalities).

* 4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed using ambient sound to learn visual representations. We

introduced a model, based on convolutional neural networks, that predicts a statistical

sound summary from a video frame. We then showed, with visualizations and experiments

on recognition tasks, that the resulting image representation contains information about

objects and scenes. In particular, we found that the model learns convolutional units
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that respond selectively to objects, especially those that make characteristic sounds. We

also found that the image features learned by the model performed well on object and

scene recognition tasks, in comparison to other models trained without labeled data.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this thesis, we have argued that sound is a useful signal for training visual models.

Compared to labeled data, which can be laborious and expensive to acquire, paired

audio-visual data is available in abundance: it is produced in applications where humans

and robots physically interact with the objects around them, and it also readily available

in existing video recordings. Moreover, audio conveys information about semantics that

may not be easily discernible from unsupervised learning methods that only analyze

images.

We have developed several approaches that exploit these properties to learn visual

models, and we have demonstrated their effectiveness on classic recognition problems.

In Chapter 3, we presented a model, based on recurrent neural networks, that learned to

predict the sound that an object makes when it is struck. We then applied this model

to the task of predicting plausible soundtracks for silent videos in which someone hits

and scratches on-screen objects with a drumstick. To validate this approach, we showed

through psychophysical studies that the predicted sounds often fooled human observers,

and through evaluation on recognition tasks that these sounds are informative about

materials and actions.

In Chapter 4, we used ambient sound in natural videos as a supervisory signal for

learning about scenes and objects. Our model, based on convolutional neural networks,

took a video frame as input and predicted that sounds that occur within the scene. To

87
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address the issue that the timing of the audio is often not directly indicated by on-screen

events (that is, the actions that produce the sounds are not seen directly), we based our

audio representation on stationary sound textures (McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011).

We showed through evaluations on recognition tasks, as well as through visualizations,

that the resulting visual representation contained substantial information about objects.

In particular, the image features that we obtained through this process were effective in

object and scene classification tasks.

Taken together, the techniques proposed in this thesis provide effective ways of

learning visual models from sound - both for learning visual representations that are

effective for solving recognition tasks, and for synthesizing plausible sound from videos.

The problems that we have proposed in this thesis also provide new frameworks for

addressing classic computer vision problems without human supervision. The task of

predicting visually indicated sounds (Chapter 3), for instance, is a natural counterpart

to the classic problem of semantic material recognition (Adelson, 2001; Bell et al.,

2015; Sharan et al., 2013). It is one, however, that eschews human labels and special

measurement equipment for sounds produced by physical interactions. Our ambient-

sound prediction task (Chapter 4), meanwhile, provides a way of understanding scenes

without labeled data. In this way, the problem is analogous to the classic problem of

scene recognition (Oliva and Torralba, 2006; Zhou et al., 2014b), but with the goal of

predicting the sounds that are contained within the scene instead of semantic labels. As

the field of computer vision moves toward unsupervised learning and away from explicit

labeling, we argue that it is important to address classic computer vision problems in

terms of signals that we can acquire automatically via sensors. We consider the work in

this thesis, which showed how sound could be used in two such domains, as a step in

this direction.

.... ................ .
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* 5.1 Future directions

We'll now discuss how the contributions in this thesis relate to broader problems in

computer vision, and the new directions that our work opens for multimodal learning.

* 5.1.1 Audio-visual sound production

The first direction is that of producing realistic sounds for videos, treating sound

production as an end in itself. The tasks that go into editing audio - synchronizing

video and audio tracks, creating novel sound effects, etc. - are laborious and often

require considerable expertise. The methods that we have introduced thesis offer ways

to potentially automate this process. We showed in Chapter 3 that we could produce

plausible soundtracks for a particular category of actions (objects struck with drumsticks).

The approach that we proposed was fully automatic, but we also found (Section 3.6.2)

that performance improved significantly when a small amount of ground-truth data was

provided to the algorithm (namely, the true material label). A natural question, then, is

whether it would be possible, with human assistance, to accurately synthesize a broader

range of sounds in sound-production applications. This approach could also augment

existing synthesis techniques that are based on physical simulations, or which allow for

a human-in-the-loop for artistic control (Lloyd et al., 2011; Van Den Doel et al., 2001).

* 5.1.2 Representation learning

In this thesis, we considered two different ways of representing an audio signal. When

predicting interaction sounds, factors such as the timing of impact onsets with respect

to the visual input, the rate of the impact's decay, and the duration of an impact

were all important - both for capturing the semantics, and for producing soundtracks

that are plausible. This led us to choose a representation for audio - a sequence of

samples of the frequency spectrum - that captured the timing of events, as well as
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a recurrent neural network architecture that could infer this structure. On the other

hand, when we predicted ambient sound, we largely ignored audio-visual synchronization,

assuming instead that the sound was stationary, and representing it with a time-averaged

summaries of cochlear statistics.

We ask whether there are more general principles that we can turn to when choosing

an audio model for a given sound-prediction task. For example, one might expect the

model in Chapter 4 to perform significantly better if the hand-chosen summary statistics

(McDermott and Simoncelli, 2011) were replaced with learned statistics. One possible

approach, explored in other multimodal learning work (Andrew et al., 2013; Ngiam

et al., 2011; Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012), would be to train a neural network to

represent audio jointly with the visual model. Alternatively, generative approaches such

as adversarial networks (Denton et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Radford et al.,

2015) and variational autoencoders (Kingma and Welling, 2013) could help by allowing

us to incorporate more flexible observation models for audio stream.

A challenge is in finding an audio representation which puts appropriate importance

on the aspects of a sound that are semantically meaningful, and which is also predictible

from visual data. This can be challenging from a purely unsupervised approach, and

adding a small amount of labeled data could make this problem significantly easier.

While our approach was purely unsupervised, we still found labeled data helpful for

validating the effectiveness of our sound representation. In Section 3.4, for example,

we confirmed that an effective material classifier could be trained using ground-truth

sounds and held-out material labels. Adopting a semi-supervised approach, in which

we incorporate a small amount of human annotation directly into the learning process,

may be one way to ensure that the resulting audio representation conveys the semantic

properties that we desire.
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M 5.1.3 Learning from multiple modalities

In this thesis, we have argued that multimodal learning has advantages over unsupervised

learning methods that are trained solely on images. This advantage comes in part because

the signal in one modality is invariant to many transformations in the other (Section 4.4).

In order to predict sound from images, for instance, a model must learn to ignore

the aspects of the scene that are not predictive of sound, which includes many visual

transformations - these include the scale of a scene and the arrangement of objects

within it. Training with two modalities, in other words, constrains the model to explain

variations in terms of common structures that appear in each modality.

This suggests a possible direction in multimodal learning: train with even more

modalities. Infant learning, for example, is highly multimodal (Smith and Gasser,

2005), and incorporates modalities such as multi-image depth cues and touch. Adding

additional modalities would allow the algorithm to find additional structures that are

not perceptible in sound, and may further constrain it to find structures that appear in

three or more modalities.

Another direction is to view the image-based approaches to unsupervised learning

and multimodal training methods as complementary, taking advantage of the fact that

the two approaches are based on different principles. For example, a training method

that is based on discovering coherent visual groupings (Doersch et al., 2015; Isola et al.,

2015) might augment sound-based supervision by aiding in the discovery of objects.

In our work on predicting ambient sound, we hypothesized that the model would learn

to recognize visual objects and scene elements that are associated with characteristic

sounds - a hypothesis that was supported by our visualization and object-recognition

experiments (Section 4.4). A natural direction, then, would be to more systematically

study the situations when sound does (and does not) tell us about objects in the visual

world. In the tradition of work such as Gaver (1993), which asked what structures in
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the world we hear, we'd like to ask what structures we both distinctively hear and see.

Ultimately, we would like to know what object, materials, and scene structures are

learnable through sound-based training, and we see our work as a step in this direction.
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